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Figure 6.1 Janna R. Wieland listens to dough, while Carla J. Maier and Anton Sevald dance
with microphones (Photo: Katrine Stensgaard, On Rhythming Workshop, February 2019).
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The Roar of a Red Deer and a Mechanical
Dining Table
Setting out on a Saturday afternoon with a friend in search of great oak trees and herds of
wandering deer. Quite an uncharacteristically pastoral endeavor I think, as I stand on the
regional train platform in Sydhaven—a working-class and socially diverse neighborhood
of Copenhagen. The platform sign reads October 5, 2019, 12:30. I frown at the machinedosed cappuccino I carry in my hand: it’s agreeably hot, if too milky for my taste. My
caffeine withdrawal headache prompted this hasty purchase at the station’s 7-Eleven, which
will certainly end in the sheepish bin disposal of another single-use cup. The overground
train arrives. My friend and I board. As we travel north and east across the city, sunlight
streams through the windows. I tilt my chin up to absorb its precious rays, emulating the
quiet passengers around me.
A short thirty minutes later, we alight at Klampenborg station. The atmosphere here feels
different: saltier and softer. A fresh breeze blows off a particularly blue stretch of sea, the
coast of which has long attracted Danish royalty, and been a site of festivals since medieval
times. This station’s stuccoed architecture reflects bucolic sensibilities of early twentiethcentury bourgeois summerhouses. We turn our backs to the water and walk along a paved
pathway. A gate bearing royal insignia marks our entry into the Jaegersborg Dyrehaven (the
deer park). Immediately, I feel the ambiance change, as we come into contact with old oak
trees, some many centuries old. The trees have been protected here since the seventeenth
century and are allowed to follow their natural lifecycle, falling in their own time. The
terrain is uneven, even hilly in places. Fallen silver tree trunks dot the landscape like
skeletons. It is a rare scene in my daily life in Denmark. I breathe deep.
Native forests had already been greatly reduced in Denmark by 1669, when the park was
created by King Frederick III (1609–1670) as a hunting ground. The royal house consumed
1,000 deer per year. Frederick III’s successor Christian V (1670–1699) expanded the park
to its current size of 17 kilometers of fenced-in land. Christian V also introduced “parforce”
hunting, a spectacularization of the sport championed by the French court of the Sun King
Louis XIV (1638–1715). During parforce hunting, hounds, horses, humans, and horns would
noisily chase a single red deer to exhaustion so that the beast could then be ceremoniously
killed by a single strike of the king’s short hunting sword (See: Ministry of Environment,
“History of Dyrehaven”).
We diverge from the path and silently explore the spaces between the solitary trees.
Devil’s ear mushrooms grow on the trunks. One has fallen and looks like a dark loaf of
bread among the leaves. It is surprisingly dense and it makes a low-pitched, dampened
sound when I tap on it with my knuckle. I bend down and examine smaller, delicate white
caps popping out of the ground. These caps are visual signs of the symbiotic relationship
between fungi and oak trees. The space between trees permits the myriad paths of sensing,
communication, and feeding to happen in subterranean depths (Tsing 2015, Tree 2018).
A low moaning sounds far off, coming from somewhere deep in the trees and moving
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through the tops of branches. I don’t recognize the sound, but I desire it to be animal.
The sound makes the forest feel even more out of time. I smile, imagining the possible
encounters in this forest where humans are allowed to roam freely with the deer. I assume
though, a bit cynically, that in the end I will discover that this sound isn’t animal at all but
human or machine made.
Red and fallow deer are native to the area. White red deer were acquired and introduced
into the park during the reign of Christian VI (1699–1746). Today 2,000 deer live in the park,
and like the mushrooms, are companions to the oaks. The park was opened to the public in
1756 (See: Ministry of Environment, “History of Dyrehaven”).
We approach a big field surrounded by younger trees and turn into an enclosure. We
are two humans, who sit down and smell the leaves, noticing the canopy of colors above us
and feeling the humidity of the earth below. I pop open an industrially made chocolate bar,
crumpling the plastic wrapper in my pocket. A short distance away, four young stags emerge.
They hear us and stop, turning their heads one by one to look at us frontally. They pause for
a brief instant and move past us lightly into the field, unperturbed. We get up and follow.
A group of six does chaperoned by a large buck emerge from trees on our right and move
toward the young stags on our left. A robust and heavily antlered red deer blocks the does’
path by opening his huge mouth and sounding out a magnificent, deep roar. For a moment,
everything stops. I gaze attentively at the source of the mysterious sound I had heard earlier.
A grey, stone hunting palace sits on the hill overlooking the afternoon mating parade in the
field. Commissioned by Christian VI, the architect Lauritz de Thurah was instructed to build a
place of solitude (1734–1736). The construction of a private dining room was key to achieving
this utopic eighteenth-century vision, for it was designed as an enclosed space where guests
of the court could be entertained without the bodily presence of listening servants. Solitude,
it would seem, literally took its roots in the form of a mechanical dining table. Functioning
much like the trap door of a theatre stage, the center of the empty dining table descended
down through the floors of the hunting lodge into the basement kitchen, where it was filled
by waiting servants, according to the wishes of the king. Upon a signal, it wasn’t Hamlet’s
ghost which manifested, but “a fully laid table replete with wine, game and delicatessen would
emerge from the floor into the dining hall” (Danish Royal Palaces, “The Hermitage”). Such
a table helped remove the need for servants in the dining hall. The palace’s monastic name,
the Eremitage (the Hermitage), was thus performed through a theatre of machines, through a
magical appearance of food from places unseen and unheard.

The Sounding Kitchen
Food has a sound. Actually, food has many sounds. Food, as it becomes edible vibrates in
all sorts of ways. Stop for a moment and think about the sounds of the food you ate today.
What sounds of food really annoy you, or disgust you when eating? What sounds make you
salivate in anticipation? Where do the sounds happen in your body, and at which moment
in the process of cooking and eating? Which sounds were necessary to getting that dish
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right or what sounds combine with smells to tell you that this coffee will be delicious? Who
made them? What about the sounds made in the kitchen (whether human or non-human),
how do these combine with your senses and what does it do to the taste of your food?
Food is a meeting place, a performance of transformations. This idea flows through many
cherished food narratives and traditions. In the stories of food gatherings, the predominant
focus is often placed on human actions. Yet there are myriad vibrational filaments set into
motion between animals, plants, organic and inorganic materials that permit humans to
eat. Sounds remind us that food is a place-event of multiple meetings happening between
multiple protagonists, many of whom are never acknowledged, never sensed. I thought
this as I walked through Dyrehaven, whose pastoral effect was striking. The gate and
fence marked the passage into a protected microcosm, one outlined centuries earlier by
humans. This place had a different rhythm. Multiple kinds of creature encounters could
be felt and enacted. Indeed, in this space that differed from my everyday urban life, my
imagination was stimulated. I imagined all sorts of sounds that could be held in the food
as it appeared on that royal mechanical table: an animal voice floating through the trees,
the visceral force of the red deer roar, the evocations of the particularly loud eighteenthcentury hunting ritual, the cry of the animal’s death, the heavy bone-cracking and cutting
noises of the butchering, the squeaks of certain mushrooms as they are plucked out of the
earth, the hisses of hot fat as meat cooks and mushrooms fry, the clinking of plating-up
this food for a king, the grinding wheels and ropes of a mechanical table’s mechanism, the
sounds of slurping and chewing, the chatter and the burps of digestion.
Seeing the red deer roar and learning of the silencing effects of the mechanical
dining table made me think about how sound makes food. The mechanical table rather
spectacularly created an artificial separation of forest, hearth, and table. It ritualized
a physical and spatial distancing between what one ate and where it came from. The
aesthetics of this gastronomic theatre suppressed all sounds, odors, and sights of cooking.
The laborers and those being cooked remained in the wings—this includes the gestures
of preparing and plating the hunted (once roaring) beasts. It clearly reflects who had the
power to decide what sounds should be heard, how, when, and for what purposes.
Historically, many of the rhythms that feed us have often been deemed unsavory in
occidental societies and as mere incidental background in histories of cooking over the
centuries. The qualification of cooking as noisy plays a role in an argument that the kitchen
should be hidden. Noise, understood here as nuisance, points to the cacophony, the material
messiness that is a necessary aspect of cooking spaces. That the real presence of kitchen acts
could muddle the digestion of certain eaters—and thus needed to be carefully contained
in relation to taste—is bound to a complex entanglement of socio-economic, cultural, and
ecological narratives. There is thus something more ghostly in that mechanical table than
meets the eye. Because in habitually silencing the kitchen, in both a literal and a figurative
sense, the ways in which our stomach’s demands are connected to the real happenings of
the people, animals, and resources that feed us can be disrupted. Food is vital through its
entanglements, and sound relates this vitality.
This black boxing of the kitchen is, of course, not peculiar to the Danish Hermitage
hunting palace. Architect and food historian Carolyn Steel has explored the history of
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separating eating and cooking spaces, and effects on urban sustenance, notably drawing
on the history of European kitchen design (Steel 2008: Ch. 4). Situated in the back of
bourgeois homes, cramped in restaurant basements, even excluded from futuristic
architectural housing plans, kitchens have long been placed out of smell, ear, and sight,
especially in upper echelons of occidental cultures. Hiding kitchens has contributed to
how the actions, conditions, emotions of the cooking event—all registers of affect—are
considered to shape food choice, taste, and nutrition. Steel suggests that this architectural
separation is related to an increasing disconnect for many urban eaters today in relation
to their food sources. Indeed, one could say that the layers of removal from knowing
what food is made of and by whom have become exponentially multiplied, that the
physical distance from food sources has become monumental in scale. Many people don’t
really know where their food comes from, how it is handled, transported, processed,
transformed, and packaged—nor by whom. In fact, we don’t really know what the costs of
this disconnect are for health and the environment (Steel makes this point in “Cities, Soils”
MAD Academy Conference 2019). These are possible ramifications of this architectural
apparatus that silences and separates cooking.
Recently there has been a culinary turn (Muelen and Wiesel 2017, Flood and Sloan
2019). Kitchens are no longer being silenced in the same way. Quite the contrary, it is as
if the noise-canceling headphones have been removed. People want to listen in, especially
to famous chefs. Often considered everyday labour or a craft, cooking knowledge and its
forms of expression were largely framed within the context of vernacular history. Today,
culinary knowledge is being examined for its value that extends far beyond the confines
of the kitchen and traditional disciplinary frames. Chefs and their culinary creation have
become mouthpieces for policymaking, educational and environmental reform, and for
crafting material solutions to food problems (Redzepi 2014). Working on the complex
theme of disconnect between food and its production sites mentioned above, the Slow
Food Manifesto (1987), the Nordic Food Manifesto (2004), farm-to-table movements,
and a budding food documentary genre work toward creating awareness of where food
comes from, while laboratory food growing projects offer a different vision for addressing
the strain placed on planetary resources by growing human food demands. Given the
new epistemic position of cooking as a means of engaging the complexity of food issues,
the frames of knowledge, the terrain and the actions of the kitchen are currently being
redefined. Throughout this chapter, I examine how situated knowledge and sensory
experience function in this program of cooking as activators of social and environmental
change, specifically as modes for revealing the relationships people have with their food
and the impacts those relationships have on others. In food studies, the interpretive uses
of situated knowledge and the senses have long traditions, and are often grounded in
histories of tacit knowledge and in the delineation of five distinct senses. Ideas about
sound, hearing and listening in food research remain quite limited. To write a historical
anthropology of sound in food is an opportunity to critically reflect on the historical
and disciplinary roots of these current sensory research methods, as well as to outline
an approach that engages with a different set of practices and case studies to explore the
multisensorial, multispecies and affective aspects of food entanglements.
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This shift from silencing the kitchen to listening attentively has not happened suddenly. It
passes through the emergence of the kitchen that listens to itself. (Breaking with the proposed
sequence of subsections in this handbook) I begin with a “past” section followed by an
“approach” section. I do this because I think looking at the developments happening in food
practices and networks, and in practices and apparatuses of listening and sounding in the
nineteenth century is helpful for understanding the politics, discourses, and infrastructures
of food today, as well as the roles allocated to the senses in such programs. This first section
turns an ear to how multisensorial and multimodal gestures involved in food production
are documented and perpetuated, and this does include specific uses of sound and listening.
I locate one example of the kitchen becoming audible in post-revolutionary Paris, which
became the center of French food culture in the nineteenth century. The birth of the modern
restaurant with cult chefs and the systematization of kitchen work were key in the articulation
of French gastronomy at this time. Modern industrial, scientific, and cultural projects of
mechanisation, conservation, and hygiene, as well as artistic research on the sensory details
of the everyday all brought new attention to kitchen work and to the embodied skills of
cooking. They make up a rich context that contributed to the elaboration and transmission
of food ideologies and behavior at this time. One overarching question involves thinking
about how twenty-first-century chefs and the ways they are celebrated for their embodied
knowledge are still dialoguing with nineteenth-century epistemologies, their kitchen actions
being, in some ways, complex contemporary enactments of past gestures.
If my first, “past” section looks at the sounds and modes of listening in human
performances of cooking (especially in professional kitchens), the second “approach”
section asks how different ways of working with sound can rethink the boundaries between
transformative performances of food and its various actors. Built from idiosyncratic
moments of cooking, this second section seeks to develop sensory and poetic modes of
inquiry that can raise alternative questions and stories that include humans and nonhumans whose actions go unnoticed.
Hearing in the kitchen is not only about what is heard through our ears, such as the
sounds ingredients make when being prepared, or verbal and kinesthetic interactions
between cooks. It is also about vibrations felt through tables, tools, heat, or the inaudible
interactions sensed between animals, plants, and other microorganisms. Using sound to
explore the situated knowledge of cooking relays many kinds of dynamic contact, which
are messy and not only human centered. Sound in food doesn’t necessarily respect the idea
of neatly separated bubble worlds of nature-culture, nor relate only “delicious” sounds.
As my opening example illustrated, sound has many registers. The upcoming pages
investigate how sounds can trouble the more dominant ways we describe, analyze, and
measure the world. How can such realizations be used to rethink hierarchies and modes
of representation, as well as diversifying ways of knowing? I’ll examine this concretely
through performative kitchen experiments conducted in 2019 that conflate the sound
studio and the kitchen. Intermingling the experience of microphones directly with cooking
creates a new visceral register through which different rhythms can be felt, and multiple life
dances noticed (Tsing 2015: 248).
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Embodied Framings of a Sonic Gastronomy
In A Feast for the Ears: A Sonic Approach to Gastronomy broadcast on L’atelier de la création
radio program for France Culture on June 11, 2013 (Gaxie 2013), French composer
Sébastien Gaxie offers a fascinating and concrete entry for working with the materiality of
sound in practices of cooking. A study of this radiophonic work and its creative process
raises various questions about using a sonic perspective for studies of the gustatory.
Accompanied by a group of professional sound engineers, Gaxie took microphones into
the Pierre Gagnaire Restaurant rue Balzac in Paris. Source recordings were made by
placing microphones both in the kitchen, where the restaurant’s eponymous chef was at
work, around a table in the dining room, where professional actors were recorded eating
one culinary creation after the next. In an introductory interview broadcast before the
work’s premiere, Gaxie expressed his interest in sonically exploring the contrasts between
what one can experience during a meal and the distance this can have from the reality of
the kitchen. Listening into a three-Michelin-starred restaurant, such as Gaignaire’s, Gaxie
considered how the world of the meal is about delectation, while the world of the kitchen
is one of agitation (Gaxie 2013: 01:45–02:09, my paraphrase from the original French).
In the forty-minute composition Gaxie uses musical instrumentation, a juxtaposition of
musical styles, and poetic-dramatic verbalizations to bring out textures and happenings of
the source recordings, alternating between the separated kitchen and dining spaces. Of the
ideas driving his compositional exploration, Gaxie says:1
The music helps accentuate the instant. There is a sort of game of mimicry where all the
intonations, all the very small noises of cooking cutlery are taken by a [musical] instrument
… The music comes to reveal all the small details, which in a way make sense. There is a
phrase of Chekhov that I like a lot which says that the role of the artist is to have a talent,
which is to say to be able to notice [to detect], for the important details of that which is
considered insignificant. These important details play together in the smallest instants and
this permits this kind of writing.
(Gaxie 2013: 02:37–03:30, my translation)

Gaxie’s musical approach for revealing meaning in the sounds of site-specific movements
and materials resonates with Chef Pierre Gagnaire’s own description of his culinary poetic
language. A key inspiration for his culinary creations involves “tenderly” cultivating an
attentive, multisensorial relationship with the matière première, or the raw material of food
and the nuances of its transformative processes (this is expressed in multiple interviews
and in Gagnaire’s mission statement on his restaurant website, see Gagnaire 2020).
As one listens to the radiophonic work, a culinary vocabulary (hot, spicy, pungent, etc.)
is theatrically woven between the dining room and the kitchen happenings: between the
actors who eat and verbally express their taste experience as they do so, and the musical
instrumentation that suggests affective links between taste and sound (Gaxie 2013, 05:40–
07:30). Indeed, the listener has the sensation of moving between the discursive realm
of description that makes up eating and the mainly non-verbal and bodily realm of the
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making. If the sounds of the performative modes of the eating and the making are highly
contrasted, affinities are also explored between the two sites. The mix of materials, gestures,
and commands of the kitchen create nuanced rhythms, textures, and modulating tempos.
Even chef Gagnaire’s rapid, brief vocal commands that punctuate the kitchen action sound
like precisely attacked notes.
The specific circumstances of Gagnaire’s restaurant as an aesthetic project of fine dining,
one that is accessible to an elite few, is not lost on Gaxie. The work’s stylized pastiche of
musical and poetic forms aims to create a spectacular ambiance, that of “a particular lieu
[place] that reflects a certain era,” explains Gaxie. This work has modernist echoes and
pairs the menu with contemporary classical music, jazz, a pop song, a poetic-philosophic
monologue of chef Gagnaire, himself, and a cinematographic instrumentation for dessert
(Gaxie 2013, 03:30–04:30).
Gaxie’s composition aestheticizes the constructive side of kitchen work and underlines
the virtuosic, artistic capacities of great chefs. A Feast for the Ears also cultivates an
approach and vocabulary for using sound to make sense of the material happenings in the
kitchen and their multiple registers of affect. Telling the story of cooking through sensation
and detail coincides with a larger trend in chef narratives that celebrates the nuanced tacit
knowledge and bodily gestures of chefs who cook from scratch; this is explored in various
Netflix series and food documentaries, which I will refer to more specifically below. In the
citation above, Gaxie refers to Russian playwright and novelist Anton Chekov’s (1860–1904)
artistic practice “to notice [to detect]… the important details of that which is insignificant.”
This connects his compositional approach and Gagnaire’s culinary sensibilities with certain
artistic practices rooted in late nineteenth-century symbolism-naturalism.
To notice the important details of the insignificant describes part of the nineteenthcentury occidental worldview that developed new technologies, methods, and institutions of
observation and categorization. The movements of mechanical objectivity and symbolismnaturalism belong to scientific and artistic laboratories that created new representational
forms, interpretive categories, and registering apparatuses. These developments permitted
studying phenomena through a whole new set of modes, practices, and disciplines that
made visible the invisible, fixed the fleeting, revealed the workings of Nature, and explored
simultaneity through joining disparate spaces and times. As an influential capital at the
time, Paris was one epicenter of such experimental research and its applications.
Food production became one topic explored by fin-de-siècle artists seeking, like Chekov,
to capture immediate sensations of everyday life. Through his fiction, Émile Zola contributed
to the movement of naturalism, producing a case study in 1872 called “Le Ventre” (The
Stomach), an ethnographic study of nocturnal life at Les Halles, the central market of Paris
(Zola 1993). At the Theatre Libre in Paris in the 1890s, director André Antoine (1858–1943)
staged Les Bouchers (The Butchers) by Fernand Icres (1856–1888). Hanging real carcasses
of beef and spreading offal all over the stage, Antoine sought to create a realist portrayal of
ordinary life. A scenery of everyday objects and raw food materials was intended to create
visceral sensations and smells of an actual butcher (Schumacher 1996: 5). The audience no
longer focused only on hearing actors speak text but engaged in different sensations of odors,
sounds, movement and light. To further the realistic effect, actors of this play turned their
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backs to the audience—this is an example of the staging mechanism of the fourth wall. From
a darkened auditorium the audience watched the fictional action as if unseen. Such staging
techniques mark the beginning of modern scenography. This example of the theatrical fourth
wall is another new fin-de-siècle observational device that like the technologies (photography,
phonography, microphones, cinematography), institutions (museums, archives, public
educational institutes, exhibitions), and disciplinary approaches (such as, anthropology)
developing at this time shaped the framing of encounters and modes of perception.
Simultaneously, the sites and epistemologies of food production greatly changed. Broadly,
the industrialization of agriculture, new sites and regulations of meat production, the
discovery of microbes (germ theory, the process of pasteurisation, hygenic measures), and
new modes of transportation (railroad and steamboats) all altered the physical landscape
of food and its relations. The centralization of French food culture to Paris corresponded
to these developments. This meant, for example, that the capital controlled the regulation
of agricultural seasons of regional (terroir) products (Aron 2013: 138–139); or that meat
production was concentrated at the massive slaughterhouse La Villette in Paris on the
railroad tracks that transported livestock into the city and meat out of the city (Claflin
2008). The elevation of the modern chef as expert, the establishment of the restaurant as the
site of culinary art, and the formalization of French gastronomy happen within this context.
The elaboration and propagation of French gastronomy relied on the construction
of an educational and structural model of kitchen work that could assure repeatability.
Fully in line with nineteenth-century military and institutional projects, French chef
Georges Auguste Escoffier (1846–1935) organized the kitchen into a “brigade” system
that divided food preparation into different tasks according to a strict hierarchy (Drouard
2019). The ordering of the kitchen through the development of a clear chain of command
and disciplined techniques that could be easily adapted everywhere were key to the
establishment of the authority of French cuisine at the turn of the twentienth century. The
sound of the military call “Service!” and its response “Yes, chef!” characterizes this brigade
kitchen and continues to to be used today. “Service”—“Yes chef ” is a visceral gesture of
the lasting, if changing, impact of this kitchen project on contemporary chef culture and
discourse. The figure of the great chef who is capable of culinary invention is a composite
of highly disciplined bodily training, endurance and efficiency; intensive knowledge of
products; as well as cultivating highly developed senses and attention to detail that permits
poetic creation. One aspect of my current EU research project “Sounds Delicious: A
Historical Anthropology of Sound and Listening in Danish and French Kitchens” explores
such links between old French gastronomy and new Nordic gastronomy.
In Refshaleøen, a recently reconverted industrial area of Copenhagen, the executive
chef Matt Orlando (formally sous chef at Noma) opened his own restaurant called Amass.
This restaurant concept focuses on no waste, lowering the kitchen’s carbon footprint,
and bringing the diner into proximity with local food—in some cases grown just outside
the restaurant. Set in a cavernous former factory space, the kitchen is open. Many of the
processes of preparation in this restaurant are based on different slow cooking, fermentation,
and curing techniques, which happen outside of the time of the meal. The diner encounters
big pieces of fermenting meat in a glass case upon arrival. When I ate at this restaurant in
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June 2019, I was aware of small teams working together in the kitchen. They appeared to
be concentrated on the aesthetic assembling of these ingredients, which were in different
phases of transformation. Those gestures were a vision of masterful choreography. Precise,
detailed, and rapid, they were effectuated in a spacious kitchen. It seemed almost like a
pantomime with the pulsating rap, industrial, and dance music in the background. Then
suddenly the sous chef started the short and swift call and response: “Service”—“Yes chef!”
that drew attention to the kitchen. These words set the tempo. Their history speaks of the
discipline and training of bodies of professional kitchen work.
During his visit to our table, I asked Matt Orlando why this call and response happened,
as it didn’t seem that the commands were regular nor functioning in their normal way.
Matt nodded and explained that he wanted to bring the team together energetically and
consciously in their work (Van Drie, “Conversation with Matt Orlando,” fieldnotes 2019).
Eating at this restaurant was a theatrical performance. This rewriting of the brigade
command into a dramatic punctuation brought focus to the visual rhythms of the kitchen
work being done with mastery. In our conversation about the role of the senses in the
kitchen, Matt said that he had learned about the importance of non-verbal affect that
happens between colleagues while working in Noma’s kitchen. The team didn’t really need
the commands to order the work, as they were performers together; rather, it was a way
of emphasizing that connection and drawing attention to the task at hand. The commands
that are traditionally private for the closed kitchen were here allowed to be present, like
staccatos, in the event of eating.
If the Enlightenment aesthetics of the mechanical table suppressed signs of embodied
work, noticing the non-verbal work of food making corresponds to those key gestures of
modernity that I mentioned above—which reveled in making accessible natural and human
phenomena that were hitherto invisible and bringing attention to the sensuous experience
of food’s materiality. It is interesting to keep this apparatus of order and productivity of the
brigade in mind when considering professional chef ’s accounts of how listening functions
in the kitchen and in the roles of sound in cooking. Within the brigade model there is
a specific delineation of tasks and kitchen skills. Yet when chefs share accounts of how
they listen in the kitchen and for what reasons, the multisensorial and personal aspects of
cooking work arise, complicating the linear and efficient productivity model.
Chef Titti Qvarnström is the first woman to receive a Michelin star in the Nordic
edition of the guide. Living in Malmö, Sweden, Titti is head chef at the restaurant Folk
Mat & Möten. One grey winter day, I asked Titti what role listening plays in her cooking
(Van Drie, “Conversation with Titti Qvarnström,” fieldnotes 2019). Titti was silent for a
moment as she considered the unfamiliar and “nerdy” question. Then she explained that
the nature of her job means she often turns her back on the kitchen. She said she can hear
very distinctly if something is not being cooked correctly, if some act is out of alignment.
Chef Titti then mentioned that the sounds of temperature are peculiar, especially water at
different heats has very specific sonic qualities. I immediately had the image of Chef Titti
as a chef d’orchestre whose ears were constantly monitoring and diagnosing the various
sounds of kitchen stations, attentive to any subtle variance in tonality. What if turning
one’s back and listening to what is behind, to the background, is the listening posture that
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defines professional kitchens? Such a listening posture resonates with this idea in other
stories of sonic and visual art in modernity of bringing the background to the foreground.
I’ll develop this idea of “listening behind” in the next section.
The depth of Chef Titti’s knowledge of food processes and the actions of non-human
materials emerged in the nuanced detail of her reflections, which went far beyond the
kitchen. Chef Titti looks at cooking holistically and is interested in connecting, through
cooking, with the environment around her. On a different meeting, we went foraging
along the Swedish seashore. Titti showed me various plants and herbs, explaining their
properties and flavors. She explained that sometimes she can’t put into words how she
knows certain plants, she just knows. She also told me that she prefers hunting to fishing
due to the difference of smells of the animals’ blood. This revealed the importance of a
certain sensory experience and embodied knowledge of animals and ingredients I hadn’t
considered before.
Today, as the kitchen becomes a literal stage that is being explored for its potential to
educate and catalyze changes on different levels of society, getting people to cook through
their senses corresponds to one performative approach for deepening awareness of the
impact of food relationships. As I mentioned above, this entails becoming aware of
embodied skill. Within professional and more widespread representations and discourses
of cooking, the idea of listening to one’s food is very recent. Danish chef Rene Redzepi
explicitly incited people “to listen” to food in his introductory statement at the MAD
Monday meeting in Copenhagen in late October 2019 (“Cities, Soil” 2019).
Different cooking shows are nowadays creating listening pauses in order to bring
attention to this sensory perspective. Perhaps the most salient is the American-Iranian
chef Samin Nosrat’s Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat cookbook and Netflix mini-series (2017). Nosrat’s
cookbook (2017) attests of a style of cooking that gets intimate with a knowledge of
ingredients and using one’s senses as the predominant gauges of quality:
I saw how good cooks obeyed sensory cues, rather than timers and thermometers. They
listened to the changing sounds of a sizzling sausage, watched the way a simmer becomes
a boil, felt how a slow-cooked pork shoulder tightens and then relaxes as hours pass, and
tasted a noodle plucked from boiling water to determine whether it’s al dente. In order to
cook instinctually, I need to learn to recognise these signals.
(Nosrat 2017a: 133)

This cookbook citation nearly reads as an ethnographic, situated impression of cooking a
meal, describing multiple activities happening simultaneously at different speeds. Nosrat
notes that time and rhythm are key components to deliciousness. Here all the senses are
constantly engaged in recognizing sensory cues and performing different gestures of
tasting, feeling, smelling, and hearing. Themes of cooking through one’s own intuitions and
embodied knowledge, the locality of the food source, and preserving traditional techniques
are recurrent in Nosrat’s book and emphasized in the Netflix episodes. Particularly in the
filmed series, Nosrat’s ways of locating sensory experience in cooking can tend towards a
pastoral or romanticized representation of food, especially through its framings of ‘terroir’,
which may seem disconnected from the realities of many kitchens. However, the interest
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of Nosrat’s approach for this study is how she qualifies hearing for chefs and her interest
in making this knowledge widely available. Hearing can be important when other senses
can’t be used, Nosrat explains, such as taste or vision. One can use hearing to tell if food is
cooked through (Nosrat 2017a: 187). Nosrat’s incitements to stop and listen are often used
to make us slow down and notice the more subtle details of food’s materiality:
… there are different qualities of sizzle … once sizzling slows and becomes more
pronounced and aggressive, it’s a sputter. Sputtering is a sign that there’s a lot of hot fat
present, and can often mean that it’s time to tip some fat out of the pan, flip the chicken
breast to the other side, or pull the browning short ribs out of the oven.
(Nosrat 2017a: 189)

While this seems simple, the description illustrates an expert ear, which knows how to
determine the slightest change in the food’s state through the sound of its meeting with a heat
source. Training the senses in cooking is a way to change attitudes. For Nosrat, the attention
to sensory work brings presence and proximity to the food. It is a conscious entangling. This
somatic and poetic approach of reconnection enlists listening to create a literal pause in
practices and reveals the professional chef ’s highly cultivated sensory apparatus.
There are also histories of sounding. During the Noma MAD Food Festival in
Copenhagen in 2016, legendary French chef Jacques Pépin performed the deboning of
a chicken (Pépin 2016). The crack of the bone and its removal from the carcass was so
clean and effortless that the audience of food professionals literally gasped and applauded
(Pépin 2016: 09:28). It was one of the most harmonious culinary gestures I’ve witnessed
(I saw this performance on video). It is through the master chef ’s performance of specific
gestures in an isolated staging that sounds can become iconic of particular techniques and
be perpetuated in the current lexicon of cookery knowledge.
The celebration of Pépin’s bone cracking recalls that violent acts in the kitchen are in fact
ordinary and that many of us are desensitized to them. Professional cooks are habituated to
butchering animals while many people currently buy packaged, unlabeled cuts of meat at
the supermarket. The distantiation of urban dwellers from the performance of slaughter was
influenced by the movement of abbatoirs out of the centre of cities and their industrialization—
as the aforementioned example of the establishment of La Villette slaughterhouse did to late
nineteenth-century Parisians. The sonic dimensions of food preparation that I have presented
here are mainly constructive and are often associated with proximity, with nostalgia, with
the pastoral, with intimacy, and more recently with meditative work in silence. Yet the
kitchen also emits sounds of violence against other humans, animals, and the environment.
Kitchens sound of danger, stress, mess, mass production, and industrial waste (Bourdain
2000). The recent outing of abuse and sexism in professional kitchens and a growing concern
with building support systems for workers in the 2010s and onwards, has been one effect of
listening in to the real kitchen. Like all the senses, listening is not neutral: it is historically
bound and culturally situated. When elaborating ideas about how listening works in the
kitchen, it is also important to ask where the listening apparatus comes from, how and for
what purpose it is constructed, and what are its limitations? “Every configuration of hearing
and sounding implies power, people, placement” writes Jonathan Sterne (2015: 72).

The Food

A Dancing Microphone in a Moving World
As the previous, “past” section showed, certain discrete sounds make up culinary techniques
or function as sensory cues when preparing particular recipes: whether it be tapping bread
and listening to its hollow knock to discern if it is fully baked, gauging if mustard seeds
have opened by the intensity of their pop, or a warning signal shouted by a fellow chef
coming around a corner. Each of these moments or cues is an indeterminate performance.
The resonant qualities of tools, ingredients, technologies, and surfaces are all aspects of
this performance; they are important features of a kitchen. The ways those elements are
rhythmed reflect something about the movements and dynamic exchange between the
protagonists involved, as well as the routineness of their encounter and even about their
cultural situation in time and place. Bringing attention to the sounds and rhythms of a
kitchen can thus reveal much about a style of cooking, the technological design of the
space, the techniques, and resources of the cooks. If I have just described the capacity of
sound to reveal different relational affinities or antagonisms happening in food, simply
listening to the sounds alone quickly becomes limited.
I think this has something to do with how sound recordings are defined as ethnographic
and historical sources. There is a problem with the notion of the sound archive for certain
disciplines, which upholds a linear process of observation through recording, playback and
analysis—and which separates these activities. Consider the early recording situations of
late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century anthropologists encountering their
“subjects” of research. For those working in sound, the apparatus of early phonographs
demanded a face-to-face configuration, with a big horn being stuck between the subject
being recorded and the researcher doing the recording. Later, stories of burdensome
recording technologies, some with lots of wires, limited batteries and large microphones,
affected the physical setup of interviews and extent of participant observation. Today,
such technical problems no longer exist. Microphones can be set up discretely so as not
to disturb the recorded environment, from kitchens to underwater worlds. Portable field
recorders permit movement, but still have a physical and noticeable presence. Yet the
separation of acts between making a recording and listening to the playback often persist.
Even in sensory and emplaced research, it is easy to go straight to listening to and
analysing recordings. This is a listening outside of the context of making. Forgetting to fully
reflect on the technical setup, the technique, and the bodily circumstances of the act of
recording—its emplaced experience—ignores a whole set of non-verbal practices of the
researcher; and maybe, even worse, creates a distance. Is this actually a prolongation of
the traditional observational frame? Could this also restrict the potential of the art of
microphonic recording to consciously notice multiple rhythms in the cooking story? What
if we include the real encounters of the bodily performance of the microphone within
cooking research?
Hearing, Jonathan Sterne remarks, implies “a medium for sound, a body with ears to
hear, a frame of mind to do the same, and a dynamic relation between hearer and heard
that allows for the possibility of mutual effects” (2015: 65). I think paying attention to
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the situation of recording, and what it picks up, can be a way of better considering the
dynamics of interactions of sound in food. In making the microphone a full participant in
research, the ethnographic event becomes performative and even embraces theatricality.
I think that facilitating these kinds of performative situations can help people become
suddenly aware of their own situation and their sensory experience, and perhaps imagine
other perspectives in that same space.
This “approach” section is really about reflecting on how to further develop research
methods that give more room and legitimacy to sensed and emplaced experience.
This should include descriptions of grounded circumstance, techniques, gestures and
impressions that are parts of felt experience. Artistic work on performative practice
and situated knowledge is a rich resource for such an approach and should be taken
more seriously for its methodological potential by historians and anthropologists. One
anthropologist who does draw on art practices is Anna Tsing: “The trick of cooking is
in the bodily performance, which isn’t easy to explain. The same is true for mushroom
picking, more dance than classification. It is a dance that partners with many dancing lives”
(2015: 248).
In the context of my current research project “Sounds Delicious,” I’ve been
experimenting with the creation of performative microphonic interventions in cooking.
Here the microphone is given an exploratory and participant role. The physical gestures
and embodied experience of recording intertwine with those of cooking. Making sounds
predominately with the hands, not the voice, is perhaps the foremost impulse emerging
from work in the kitchen. Perhaps this also goes for working with a field sound recorder.
Cultural theorist Carla J. Maier (specializing in transcultural music and sound art) and I
conducted various experiments during a workshop in February 2019 and a master seminar
in November 2019; we built both events together. In these events we intentionally defined
the kitchen and cooking as the space for academic research and shifted focus to “doing and
performing” before “thinking.”
The preparatory acts included both stocking the kitchen and technically arranging
microphones. This made the experience feel staged. The first workshop “On Rhythming:
Sensory Acts and Performative Modes of Sonic Thinking” was held on February 20,
2019 in a big teaching kitchen at the KBH Madhus (the Copenhagen Food House). The
building where the Copenhagen Food House kitchen is located was originally a soap
factory throughout the nineteenth century. Part of the meat-packing district, it sourced
certain animal products for soap production. This kitchen is professional and has multiple
stations for preparation and cooking (stainless steel countertops, gas stoves, glass and
metal utensils). Twenty scholars and artists gathered to cook a four-course meal that
was conceived by chef Titti Qvarnström and myself. This meal was vegetarian, seasonal
to Denmark and Sweden, and involved distinct, familiar-sounding techniques. We made
green kale and potato soup with egg (Swedish version), fresh pasta for vegetarian lasagna,
red beet, rutabaga, and goat cheese salad, aebleskiver with cream. The participants chose
their own teams based on which station and dish appealed to them. Carla J. Maier and
Anton Sevald, a sound engineer at the University of Copenhagen, set up one Zoom 6
recorder as a static microphone conspicuously in the center of the room. This continuously

The Food

recorded the cooking of the meal. Two additional handheld Zoom field recorders were
used by “designated” sound-recording participants (I was one of these) who moved among
participants who cooked. During the course of the meal, different participants who cooked
took moments to use the field recorder to move around the space.
Various sorts of sonic interventions happened in this space. One participant, Janna R.
Wieland, after making many aebleskiver, described her moment of listening through the
field recorder as striking in how much awareness the microphone brought through its
direct intervention in the process: “What I liked by listening to sounds of our own cooking
with headphones was that it revealed sounds that would otherwise have remained hidden
and unheard, so some sounds became suddenly so clear and sharply audible … it made us
move around and position ourselves differently” (Van Drie, “On Rhythming,” Fieldnotes
2019). Both her repeated actions and then the change in dynamic through the field recorder
worked to create this new perspective. It gave a novel sensation of the material and practicebased happenings in the kitchen. In such experiments, one is encouraged to engage the
many aspects of hearing that are not only based in the ears. When Carla J. Maier and I
redid this experiment with Master’s students at the University of Copenhagen for a course
called “How We Rhythm Worlds: Concepts, Representations, Practices,” we encouraged
this movement between cooking and recording in order for the students to play with the
change of perspective and notice their actions. Moving between physical modes of doing
and creating spatial distances all form the experience and reveal different kinds of contact
in such an encounter. As an amateur to the techniques of recording in this situation, I was
conscious of my fumblings with the recorder and of not being entirely sure of my own
rhythms, movements, and spatial position in relation to the food. I was thus erratic in my
technique, always changing my gestures, which felt unhabitual. These listening moments
in the kitchen with the microphone were not static.
Visual artist Katrine Stensgaard filmed the “On Rhythming” workshop described
above. Focusing her camera lens on a boiling pot, or hands kneading dough, she showed
different rhythms at play on ingredients. Watching Katrine’s video of the event is like seeing
a completely different life dance than the one I perceived. Her video brings attention to a
situation where certain main actors in the meal cook quietly in their own nuanced way.
Particularly striking is one shot of the pot of potatoes boiling. We notice a trembling potato
in simmering water. Around this swirls a much bigger environment that includes bits of
human conversation and the noises of other materials (Stensgaard 2019). The sounds
are not ordered like in a television show demonstration or documentary. The scale and
rhythm of this food has a different quality. Katrine Stensgaard is also a good cook, and like
Titti Qvarnström or Samin Nosrat, she shows a refined attentiveness to the ingredients
and a unique register of contact through her audiovisual listening. It was the exploratory
gesture of recording that held meaning in thinking about the agency of food, and especially
concerning what modes of representation could help reveal this agency.
These examples point to how sound reveals gestures of food as dynamically relational,
allowing for the possibility of mutual affect. Cultural theorist Jane Bennett has pointed
out that many of our food narratives still uphold basic (traditionally anthropological)
oppositions of humans being active and non-human food being inactive:
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The slow food program involves taking the time not only to prepare and savour the food,
but also to reflect on the economic, labour, agricultural, and transportation events preceding
its arrival to the market. In this way it endorses a commodity-chain approach to food that
chronicles the “life-history” of a food product and traces “the links that connect people
and places at different points along the chain.” But the assemblage of slow food could be
strengthened further, I think, if it broadened its focus beyond the activities of humans.
It tends to perceive of food as a resource or means, and thus to perpetuate the idea that
nonhuman materiality is essentially passive stuff, on one side of an ontological divide
between life and matter. To the extent that we recognize the agency of food, we also reorient
our own experience of eating.
(Bennett 2010: 51)

The capacities food and cooking have to alter corporeal constitutions show the
transformative power of food encounters. The odors of French cheese, fermented tofu,
or, for Anna Tsing, the smell of matsutake mushrooms are pungent examples of how the
senses can be altered through encounters of fermentation and fungus:
Our daily habits are repetitive, but they are also open-ended, responding to opportunity and
encounter. What if our indeterminate life form was not the shape of our bodies but rather
the shape of our motions over time? Such indeterminacy expands our concept of human
life, showing us how we are transformed by encounter. Humans and fungi share such hereand-now transformations through encounters … the smell of matsutake transformed me in
a physical way.
(Tsing 2015: 47)

One of the challenges in this field of enquiry is to find modes that encourage awareness
of these physical transformations and can reorient eating. Stopping to take note of processes
of fermentation is another interesting path to explore. Listening to my kefir gurgle for the
first time made me truly understand that this fermentation process had a performative
life of its own, one that was different in nature to rotting apples (for example). My nose
can show me the difference as can my stomach, but I personally realized this through the
sounds. And it was a pleasurable experience. What other sorts of physical transformation
by food are revealed when the experience of sound is brought into the foreground? How
can we consciously entangle through sound?

Disrupted Thoughts on Foraging,
Marketing, Cooking, Plating, Eating
The first COVID-19 lockdown (April 2020) brought the centrality of cooking back into
my life. This chapter has been largely re-edited during this moment of coronavirus, when
the restaurant business is crumbling and different Michelin-starred restaurants are closing.
Changes in social rules have caused me to notice how my food habits have been disrupted
on different levels: I think about the economic networks of production and the availability
of products; I move differently in grocery stores.

The Food

“Do you know how much flour it takes to make a loaf of bread? 500 grams, this is so
much flour!”—so says Archeologist Amala Marx speaking with me on the phone from
Paris (Van Drie, Coronavirus Conversation Fieldnotes, April 3, 2020). “We can’t get flour
sometimes,” says Donna Lee from the epicenter of the coronavirus breakout in Jackson
Heights, New York, “It isn’t that there isn’t any, it just can get out of stock, and if one stands
in line to get into supermarket, one doesn’t want to go back” (ibid., WhatsApp call, April
4, 2020). I watch Arte news and see images of markets being sprayed down in Dakar and
cockroaches moving to the surface to die in open air. Images of workers in India being
sprayed down like cockroaches. People waiting in line for rice. They can’t social distance.
Winnie Lee, also living in Jackson Heights, comments: “Restaurants keep closing down.
I’m still ordering take out twice a week” (Ibid.). Back in Copenhagen, a buzzer rings and
I hear the delivery man slip plastic across the floor toward the door. The next day, loud
sounds of frying and fragrant smells of my roommate’s Sri Lankan curry cooking float into
my room from the kitchen. This contrasts with the more subdued sounds of my roasting
eggplant and boiling chickpeas. Our relationship to ingredients, our spatial movements in
relationship to other people, our temporal rhythms have all changed. Some of these shifts
are more serious than others.
Finally, I notice articles emerging in the newspaper about the loss of smell and taste
as a main symptom of coronavirus. The entire multisensorial body configuration of food
performance has also been (temporarily) mutated. It is all the more interesting, then, to
consider what the ear or touch do—or what they cannot do—alone in cooking. To take
notice of what one used to do and what one can do now. How does disruption and distortion
make you aware of your food, about the sorts of contact held within it?
“I think there must be cooks who are more aware of sound than others,” says
Amala Marx. “I don’t have a good sense of taste and smell like my husband, but I
am very sensitive to sounds, especially when something goes wrong with food. The
sound hits me first before the smell. I wish I could better develop the capacity to find
sounds more enjoyable in cooking” (Van Drie, Coronavirus Conversation Fieldnotes,
April 3, 2020).
Sound, like food, is corporeal. Listening, like cooking, is multisensorial. Both sound
and food happen in performances that are situational, indeterminate. Both the kitchen
and field sound recording are concerned with the realms of the material, the technical,
the visceral, the non-verbal. When Chef Titti Qvarnström turns her back to the kitchen,
she is not listening off into another space. Her emplaced and multisensorial work happens
in the aural space behind her. Her listening technique is perhaps defined as happening
behind. Being present is necessary to many techniques of cooking, as it is to people making
sound recordings. The similarities between these ways of being present and attentive to
detail could, I think, productively be teased out to critically reflect on the habits of hearing
we are accustomed to and their epistemic, political and ethical roots, as well as thinking
about the sorts of situations that can stimulate the reflection of other ways of knowing the
sonic and communicating through it.
I end with Anna Tsing’s observation, which I think resonates fully with this moment, when
many of us are finding ourselves unhabitually moving in our habitual spaces: “Sometimes
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common entanglements emerge not from human plans but despite them. It is not even the
undoing of plans, but rather the unaccounted for in their doing that offers possibilities for
elusive moments of living in common” (Tsing 2015: 267).

Note
1

The excerpt from the original French radio interview of Sébastian Gaxie reads: “La
musique, elle vient d’accentuer l’instant. Il y a une sorte de jeu de mimétisme où toutes
les intonations, et tous les petits bruits de couverts de cuisine sont pris par un instrument
[…] La musique elle vient révéler tous ces petits instants qui souvent dans un sens font
sens. Il y a une phrase que j’aime beaucoup de Tchekov qui dit que le rôle de l’artiste c’est
d’avoir du talent, c’est-à-dire de repérer les détails importants de ce qui sont insignifiants.
Et c’est un peu ça. Les détails importants se jouent dans les tous petits instants et ça
permet ce type d’écriture” (Gaxie 2013, 02:37–03:30, my dictation).

